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Abstract:
The purpose of my creative project evolves from my work as an intern at The Miami County Museum in Peru,
Indiana. I was selected to write, edit, and produce five videos to be played alongside their coordinating permanent
displays. The video scripts were limited to local subjects: the circus, the 1913 flood, the railroad, the Miami Indians
(specifically Little Turtle and Frances Slocum), and Cole Porter. Each one gives a short history and their importance
to the community. These videos will be used to educate Peru and its visitors about Miami County's rich historical
heritage.
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Early Indiana settlers had a great
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concern to preserve religious
freedom, and many denominations have been cultivated here and contribute much to the makeup of Indiana life.
Today, over 7000 churches can be identified serving about half of the current population. Residents from even all walks of life have preserved their history and traditions
through museums, libraries, archives, and publications. There are currently over 370 museums in Indiana which focus on a variety of subjects. There are more than 2,900
libraries throughout the schools, public, academic, institutional, and specialized. In
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